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Watkins College of Art student testimonials following a visit to Belmont University on             
Friday, February 7, 2020.  
 
Belmont’s invitational info session marked the first of its kind following the Watkins College of               
Art and Belmont University’s “merger” announcement made Tuesday, January 28th. Watkins           
President J.Kline, was notably not in attendance at the info session or tour. Watkins students               
and faculty have not seen Kline since the “town hall” held on January 29, 2020. Kline continues 
 
Upon arrival to Belmont, Watkins guests were quickly split up into several small groups for               
student and faculty-led campus tours. Watkins students mutually reported discomfort and           
unease from Belmont students and staff. Throughout their tours, students noticed inferior            
equipment, bare gallery walls, and course offering discrepancies. 
 
A few Watkins students discovered and retrieved a 2-page letter from Belmont’s Office of              
Admissions outlining “Key Enrollment Information.” The letter was not distributed directly and            
elicits further questions and concerns from current Watkins students. To date, this letter has not               
been formally sent to current Watkins students. (See letter below). 
 
Key Concerns from this letter: 

● This letter states that “All Watkins students enrolled full-time in the Spring 2020 semester              
will be eligible to transfer to Belmont”. Last year Watkins reported having approximately             
27% part-time students, and has traditionally provided a unique learning environment for            
part-time as well as non-traditional students. These students are not accounted for in this              
“merger”. 

● This letter also states that “Students graduating after May 2021 will need to complete              
128 hours of curriculum” (as opposed to 120 required at Watkins) which will take more               
time and potentially put a financial strain on the student. Belmont says that “it is possible                
to complete these additional requirements without further cost to the student” and then             
states that standard tuition at Belmont covers each student for 12-16 credit hours of              
coursework without additional charge. This solution suggests that students take on           
coursework loads that might be impractical and overwhelming to be able to complete             
these new requirements without being financially burdened. Studio art coursework          
usually requires double the amount of contact hours inside of the classroom than lecture              
courses that gain the student the same amount of credit hours towards their degree. 

● This letter does not address current concerns about censorship of artwork. 
 
Student Testimonials: 
Milo Clark, Current Watkins Student, BFA Graphic Design, 2021 
“My experience at Belmont was an odd one. Staff were almost painfully friendly, to the point                
where I felt like if I wasn’t smiling I was being rude. The graphic design department felt                 
woefully unprepared; they had no student work to show us, and printers from the early               
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2000's whereas we have the Ricoh printer. The students were understanding, if, a bit too               
enthusiastic for these strangers to be on their campus.” 
 
J.D. Minadeo, Current Watkins Student, BFA Illustration, 2020 
“So I wasn't at Belmont for very long, as a disclaimer. As some quick background... I've been 
moved around a lot and went to six or different schools before high school, and switching was 
always really difficult. I went to the same private catholic high school for four years though, and 
did not like it all that much. I took mandatory "Theology" classes for those four years as well, so 
I'm especially mad about supposedly having to take religion classes in order to graduate. 
I went with the film group because I knew that the school doesn't have my major (Illustration) 
and I figured there really wasn't anything to be gained... so I tagged along with my friends 
because I wanted to be on the campus. I found it really weird that they split us up. The bus ride 
there was just about silent, and I was already feeling pretty sick just thinking about the whole 
thing. We got to the campus and filed out, then right into a huge, spacious building that 
immediately made me feel anxious. There was no student work being displayed on any walls, 
like others have said, but the facilities we passed by were very impressive. Our group was 
ushered to the end of the hallway where we picked up folders and free plastic travel mugs with 
Belmont logos. The whole group I was with was all able to fit into one elevator cab fairly 
comfortably and we went upstairs. We were brought into a room with some Belmont students 
and they introduced themselves to us, but one thing I noticed was that a Belmont student... 
introduced herself to another Belmont student from the same program. The second 
student replied with something to the effect of "I go here already." That stood out to me 
as something that would never happen at Watkins and didn't make me feel great about 
the sense of community among students. 
 
A student asked me what drew me to Watkins specifically, and I told her the truth, which is that I 
didn't want to go to college anywhere else. I did not want to go to college - and sincerely couldn't 
see myself living through my teens - until someone (Evin Dubois) from Watkins came to my 
school and recruited me. 
 
I had decided I wanted to leave early before I even arrived on campus, but something sort of 
clicked after I answered that question and I left the room, called a Lyft and went home. I started 
crying in the stairwell as the possibility of something entirely out of my control making me have 
to switch schools like had happened so many times when I was younger started to cut me up 
inside. My Lyft ride was quick and quiet and I spent the rest of the day angry about my school 
dying.” 
 
Prefers to be anonymous, BFA Film, 2020  
“My experience with the Belmont tour was, to say the least, just extremely awkward. And I 
understand that the students and faculty were just as nervous and unsure as we were. I also 
understood that they were just trying to make us feel welcomed at their school and I appreciate 
that. There was a sense of overcompensation and calculation. Everyone’s name and major 
were written down, and I think that alone made everything feel rocky from the start, at least for 



me. I definitely believe that being on campus again (as I used to visit Belmont to see friends a 
year ago) made me feel like I’ve felt before. I felt small, invisible, and like it wasn’t 
something I would fit into. I don’t know if it was just me overthinking it, but the admissions 
person who came to greet everyone looked me in the eyes for a while and didn’t shake my 
hand. It was just a weird interaction. I don’t know if this is for me.”  
 
Destiny Carter, BFA Graphic Design, 2020 
“Once at Belmont we were split into majors, and talked to by professors and students, questions 
were asked to James Peirce- department head and Doug Regen (adjunct faculty brought on 
from O'more) 
 
So one question asked to James was about the printers, he showed us their printers which are 
Canons and are by far less adequate to the Richo Watkins has. Another student followed up 
asking if they had a printer that could print white toner, James' answer was no, he said does 
Watkins we said yes he said cheerfully, "then we will have one." We asked about how printing 
worked and was told Belmont students do not have to pay for printing for classwork, but can't 
print anything else, they don’t have a system set up for students to put money on account like 
paper cut so basically the printers can't be used for outside or commercial work, only school 
work. James' told us they would offer every class Watkins did, especially if we needed 
those classes to graduate and I added on even if there is only one student in the class 
and he said yes. However today a Watkins faculty member said that was not what she 
was told by the Provost of Belmont in their teacher meeting. I asked James if they planned 
on needing any of our faculty from the design/illustration department, he said it depends on how 
many students come, then Doug added on "we are just as qualified as your teachers." To 
which the overwhelming response [from Watkins students] was it is not about 
qualification it is about our relationships built with our teachers. It can also be noted that 
me and another student left the tour early at 5 because we had to be somewhere else. Doug 
asked if we were going to continue  the tour and my fellow student said "no we have to be 
somewhere" his response was "well when you've had enough you've had enough." Also worth 
noting we were told all art facilities were open 7am-11pm everyday but Sunday which was 
1pm-11pm whereas Watkins is 24/7 access.” 
 
Charlie Dickerson, BFA Illustration, 2023 
“My version of the Belmont tour began with a check-in at a table. Someone asked me for my 
last name and marked me off a list of all the students, which included our majors. Speaking of, 
they separated us by major before we even stepped foot on campus. I guess they were afraid of 
something happening? Who knows.  
After all the visual art people gathered in the Leu lobby, we were given an introduction. A 
woman was eager to point out 5 blue squares on the wall listing their "core values" (I can't 
remember what they were, it was pretty generic). Reminded me of those character ed posters 
from grade school. After a few people introduced themselves, we split up by program and 
started touring their facilities. My group, Illustration, began in the printmaking studio. 



It was a good size, had lots of natural light, but it was boring. There were no prints on the walls. 
I did see one sticker on the wall, however. A typed label that read “CLEANING STATION” above 
some brooms and dustpans. It looked uncomfortably sterile. I actually forgot it was the room we 
started in until later because it didn't feel like a printmaking studio. 
Next was the painting classroom. There were plenty of easels, each with a painting on them. 
Some workspaces had paintings hung on the wall. Every easel had a cart next to it, but all the 
carts I saw (or at least remembered) were empty. The room looked like a meticulously crafted 
display. Once again, it didn't feel natural. 
The graphic design lab had no drawing tablets. The person leading our tour said that students 
were encouraged to bring their own/buy the cheapest one on the market if they didn't have one 
already. If this acquisition happens, they'll have our tablets.  
They had a small woodshop/metalshop in the basement, but it was nothing like our facilities 
here. Also in the basement, I saw letterpress equipment on the floor, stacked against the 
wall wrapped in plastic and collecting dust. I heard it was from O'More. Is that what's 
going to happen to the Watkins inventory?  
I can't see myself going there. I felt like I was in a medical office the whole time; it wasn't lived 
in. Watkins feels more like a home to me, and it has been for my short time here.” 
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